JOURNEY TO OUTSTANDING

HAVING SUCCESSFUL
DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS
When tackling under-performance or staff behaviour there are a few steps you need to take that will
permeate positively throughout your culture.
Step 1: Clear expectations
Expectations of performance
In tackling under-performance, long before it becomes
a capability issue, you need to set expectations for
performance. The Teacher Standards are a good
starting place but I feel they are not explicit enough.
The best Heads I’ve met are really clear about what
they expect from their teachers, for example, Am Rai
and his team at Montpelier Primary School achieved
an Outstanding rating in 2012. When it comes to his
teaching staff he expects one thing and one thing
only: to teach outstanding lessons. To support this
teachers don’t have break duty and are not expected
to run after school clubs: they are to focus only on
being outstanding classroom teachers. With such
clear direction backed up with these actions it’s not
surprising that the Ofsted report said:
‘Achievement is outstanding because pupils’ attainment
is well-above average and the pupils make excellent
progress in their learning at all stages of their education.
They also progress very well in areas other than
the strictly academic, in their social, moral, spiritual, and
cultural development, in their enthusiastic take up of
the school’s many extra-curricular activities, and in their
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development as mature, reflective and articulate young
people.
Teaching is excellent throughout the school. Pupils say
that this is because ‘teachers make learning more fun by
making lessons more fun’. Parents and carers agree. In the
words of one parent, ‘my child adores her teachers’.’’

Be outstanding teachers. That is a very clear
expectation.
It doesn’t mean he puts them into capability the
moment they have a good, but not outstanding,
lesson, but it does allow the conversation to be very
much focused on how to get back up to outstanding
and not accept good is ‘good enough’. Consistency is
so important in leadership. You must be consistent in
expecting the same high standards from everyone.
Now you might be thinking ‘But what about Newly
Qualified Teachers (NQT)? I can’t expect them to be
outstanding in their first year!’ And you might be right,
but you can expect them to be outstanding within
a time frame, even if it’s two years later, and support
them to get there. What an exciting stretch for an NQT
to know their school wants them to be outstanding
in their third year of teaching and will work closely
with them to get them there. Talk about developing
your team! But it also places an expectation on the
NQT to do their part by giving a clear goal, crystallised
by observing outstanding teachers and their lessons,
demonstrating the kind of quality they are aspiring to
achieve.
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As much as I’m a fan of consistency and think it’s
important in leadership, the trick with consistency
is to apply it broadly and know when not to. So if
someone is having difficulties in their home life you
might accept a dip in their performance for the
moment with an expectation that it improves when
those troubles are resolved.
Expectations of behaviour
I don’t think we discuss adult behaviour enough but
expectations are set out in the teacher standards and
here are some excerpts:
•
•

•
•
•

A teacher is expected to demonstrate consistently
high standards of personal and professional conduct.
Teachers must have proper and professional regard for
the ethos, policies and practices of the school in which
they teach, and maintain high standards in their own
attendance and punctuality.
Make a positive contribution to the wider life and
ethos of the school.
Develop effective professional relationships with
colleagues, knowing how and when to draw on
advice and specialist support .
Take responsibility for improving teaching through
appropriate professional development, responding
to advice and feedback from colleagues.

Taken from DFEE Teachers’ Standards Guidance for school leaders,
school staff & governing bodies (Department for Education, 2013)

But these guidelines are like those wordy visions
mentioned earlier; they don’t create a clear
picture that would let staff understand clearly your
expectations of behaviour.
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You will have in your own mind your expectations of
your team and need to make this really clear, just as
you would as a class teacher, so your team have a good
chance of meeting them.
ACTIVITY
Create an avatar.
This is a nice activity that you can do on your own, or with
your leadership or wider team to create an avatar whom
embodies the behaviour and performance you expect of the
adults in your school.
This avatar is a representation of the kind of person you
want in a role in your school. To do this you might think of a
teacher, either one who embodies everything you want in a
teacher, or perhaps a few teachers who have components of
what you want. Write down what it is they do. Try to keep this
really concrete and not abstract, for example:

Abstract

Concrete

She teaches well

Her lessons are well planned
with clear objectives and
good differentiation

She strives to be
an amazing teacher

She reflects on her own
performance weekly
She finds 3 ways to imporve
her practise each term

She’s likeable

Colleagues go to her for support
She builds good relationships
with parents by speaking to each
one weekly

Figure 13: Concrete versus abstract language

Be really thorough in describing what you mean and then
review your notes to make sure you have been as concrete
as possible.
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You can create one for all roles in the school, for example,
who is your ideal teacher/TA/site manager/office staff, even
your own role. This doesn’t mean you will have clones or
teachers with the same level of experience. What you are
looking for are traits like attitude, approach and resilience,
characteristics that someone in this role will display.

Step 2: Make sure your house is in order
This might seem dull but it really is about laying solid
foundations so you don’t come a cropper later. If your
difficult conversations lead to capability and tribunal
you want to be in the strongest position, morally and
legally, ensuring that you were genuinely fair to the
person and within the law. The best advice for leaders
when tackling staff issues is to always think you will go
to tribunal. It’s far better to have made unnecessary
records, checked policies and consulted your Human
Resource (HR) advisors than to find yourself at tribunal
with a judge asking for these documents.
I am not an employment lawyer or a HR advisor but
as a leader, and in my work with both lawyers and
schools, some things are clearly good practice.
Check your policies
Make sure your policies are right and you are
familiar with them. Capability procedures changed;
does your policy reflect this? Are you using the
National Union of Teachers (NUT) recommended
policy, the Department for Education (DFE) policy or
another one and if so why?
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Particularly with the capability policy do not wait until
you are in a capability process to check this, if you’ve
not looked at it for a while or you know there are
issues you will be tackling soon make sure the
policy is fit for purpose and within the law. Make sure
your team have up to date copies.
I’ve heard stories from NUT reps where staff are
handed a copy of the new capability policy as they
walk into their first capability meeting. This is just not
fair on the staff member involved. I’m sure it wasn’t the
Head’s intention to spring this surprise. Perhaps they
only realised the old policy was outdated close to the
meeting, but it’s still not fair on that person.
It’s also worth checking your Disciplinary and
Grievance policy and Pay policy as well. I know this
kind of work is tedious and so if you have the resources
to get a professional to check your policies or provide
updates then it can be a less onerous way of ensuring
your policies are fit for purpose.
You must make sure that you are familiar with the
policy. Many issues come from the application of the
policy more so than the policy itself so make sure you
understand the policy and what it means for you and
your staff when you are using it.
If you do need to change a policy make sure you follow
the correct procedure and make sure staff have a copy.
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Clarity of roles
This relates to expectations of performance and
behaviour covered earlier; all staff members need to
be clear about their roles.
This sounds straightforward enough but in
schools roles can often morph into bespoke
roles, which are only found in that school. This is
fine and it is up to you to decide what roles are
required but make sure there is a job description,
or something which explains any additional
responsibility, and have them all in one place so you
can easily check anytime a change is being made.
This is a good exercise for the head teacher to do
because it means you are really clear about each role
and what outcomes you want; and the clearer you are
the more likely the person will deliver. If you ever have a
re-structure such documents are invaluable.
When I worked in business I moved to Head Office to run a
team of senior managers. One of the first things I did was
review their Job Descriptions (JDs) because they would
be working toward key deliverables. I wanted to make
sure these matched their JDs. I found that several roles,
which were the same in practice, all had very different job
descriptions and deliverables.
With HR advice and in consultation with my team we
re-shaped the roles to be an accurate reflection of what
was actually required and made them the same across the
team.
In total it was no more than two hours of work for me and
less for the others involved.
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Then 18 months later there was, as is so common in
business, a review of our teams and a mild panic set in
amongst the managers and HR who realised they needed
to check that their team’s job descriptions were accurate.
This would affect eligibility for redundancy and job transfers.
Because we had updated my team’s roles the review was
easier on them during this uncertain time because their
roles were accurately reflected in their job descriptions.

It’s likely your teachers are clearer on expectations
than others as there are more supporting documents
for this role, but what about your leadership roles,
admin staff, teaching assistants, site manager,
learning mentors, higher level teaching assistants,
mid-day supervisors, Governors and anyone else in
your team? Are their JD’s all in one place and do they
all accurately reflect what you expect from someone
in that role? Do they tell people both the behaviour
and performance expectations? Do they set out their
responsibilities? And their deliverables? It’s worth
checking they do because if you need to tackle an
issue or hold them to account the JD is an important
foundation.
If you need to update or change a job
description speak to your HR support so amendments
are done correctly.
With performance-related pay in schools JD’s are even
more important to you and your staff because they tell
people the expectations for their role, which your pay
band descriptors clarify further.
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Make sure you have human resource support
Whether you call it human resources or personnel you
probably have someone in place to call on to give you
good advice. Keep in close contact with them as you
tackle issues because a good HR advisor will make sure
you’re going about procedure in the correct legal way.
If you’re not happy with your HR support then you
might want to explore consultancy services.
Step 3: Identify where the issues are
You are tackling staff issues because you want to
create a high performing team that can deliver the
best education possible and create the school you
dream of leading. Tackling staff issues is part of
culture change and is a crucial part of this process.
Initially you need to be clear in your own mind where
the key issues lay. And while there might be several
trouble spots you need to prioritise because of limited
time and resources.
ACTIVITY
With your leadership team, take various groups (such as
teachers, TAs, admin staff, Governors) and discuss who is:
1. Not performing to expectations
2. Not behaving to expectations
Once you have this list arrange them into a priority order with
those having the biggest detrimental impact at the top;
this will tell you who to focus on first.
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Step 4: Have successful difficult conversations
about performance or behaviour
In life we all need to have difficult conversations
and we can usually avoid at least some of them or at
the very least postpone them. The same is true for
you as a leader. In leadership your ability to have
difficult conversations is really a test of your
leadership mettle. I would say it’s a test of character
in life as well and mastering this skill can create far
happier relationships and less stress. However it’s an
optional skill in your personal life but a necessary skill
in your role as leader.
THERE ARE THREE ELEMENTS TO HAVING A
SUCCESSFUL DIFFICULT CONVERSATION
To have a successful difficult conversation you need to:
1.
2.
3.

Build trust.
Manage emotions (yours and theirs).
Structure the conversation.

Figure 14: The three elements needed
to have a successful difficult conversation
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It’s not enough to have only two of these variables in
place, let’s look at why:
1.

If you have trust and manage emotions but have
no structure – the conversation lacks focus and is not
likely to lead to change.
Ever felt like the other person didn’t get your point?

2.

If you have trust and structure but don’t manage the
emotions – the conversation is exhausting and you are
both likely to be mentally chewing on it afterwards.
Ever gone home and relived, replayed or re-invented
the conversation?

3.

If you manage the emotions and structure the
conversation but don’t have trust – it can lead to
resentment. Any conversation where there is little
trust is unlikely to be successful.

Ever thought ‘They’re clearly not going to do what I’ve
asked them to’?
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What Next?
Want to read the full book?
Please click here to purchase

Your next step
Sign up to our free e-course where in just 5 short videos
totalling 10 minutes, and delivered to your inbox, we will
show you how to structure any difficult conversation for
success. Sign up at www.ukheadsup.com/STORM

Let’s have a chat
If you like the sound of working with us, then why not book
a discovery session at www.ukheadsup.com/contact-us or
email us direct at info@ukheadsup.com

